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Can it happen to us?
There has been alarming news recently

about “political correctness” being responsible
for dictating not only books being banned, as
in  the  case  of  Mark  Twain  in  many  school
systems, but now certain films as well.

Just one case in point  is  Song of the
South  which  Disney  has  withdrawn  for
political  correctness. The  Uncle  Remus  tales
were  in  the  book that  Disney used  and they
were a collection of stories made up by slaves.
These stories were collected by Joel Chandler
Harris,  a  Georgian  who  lived  during  the
Reconstruction  Period.  Several  books  were
written with stories told by a character named
Uncle Remus. The tales gave hope and joy as
Br'er  Rabbit  represented the oppressed Black
man and Br'er Fox and Br'er Bear the master
and overseer. No matter what scheme was used
against Br'er Rabbit he continually outsmarted
the master and overseer.  

Now there  is  news  about  a  critic  in
New York City who wants to lead a movement
to ban Gone With The Wind. The book and the
film, like Twain's  Huckleberry Finn reflected
the times.   The Mark Twain novel  once was
required reading in most  American Literature
classes.  As we recall it, one of the main story
lines  was  Huck breaking  the  law to  help  an
escaped slave gain freedom.  

Of  course  this  is  not  really  new  as
there have been attempts to ban various films
for decades. What has us concerned is how far
today's political correctness will go.  We have
already  heard  rumbles  about  non  Christian
groups  protesting  scenes  in  films  involving
prayer,  mention  of  God  or  Jesus  Christ  and
going to church.  

German  protestant  pastor  Martin
Niemoller  often spoke of  his  years  in  prison
and  how  he  did  not  speak  out  when  others
were  imprisoned  by  the  Nazis  He  warned
“Then they came for me-and there was no one
left to speak for me.”  

Taking a cue from our interview with
Ann-Marie  Murrell  in  our  last  regular  issue,
Christians cannot afford to be unaware of what
is going on out there. Faith films may well be
on a future censor's list.   There may even be a
blacklist for those of us who support them.

Our Mission Statement
   Point  North  †  Outreach,  Inc.  is  a  non-
denominational  Christian  organization  that
highlights,  promotes  and  supports  what  is
being  done  in  regard  to  faith  and  family
productions.   Our publication,  Point  North †
Tidings,  is for all fans of the media who desire
to see more faith-based and family films and
TV shows.  Our goal is to inform our readers
about these productions and artists, encourage
them to support the films and TV shows they
create  that  reflect  Christian  values,  thereby
ensuring  a  vital  and  growing  market  for  the
programs and films that will positively impact
our culture.    Through publication interviews
fans  may witness  the  transforming  power  of
God's love and saving grace through His gift of
the  risen  Jesus  Christ.    The  Point  North  †
Tidings staff  and the media  stars with whom
we  work  acknowledge  and  respect  that  the
Christian  walk  is  a  continuing  process  of
growth  in  faith,  hope,  and  love  to  reach
spiritual maturity.   We also seek to share this
with  non-Christians  so  that  they  may
experience the joy of knowing Jesus Christ.
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Trekkin' for God

Classic Star Trek Actress Grace Lee Whitney 

The first time we met Grace Lee Whitney 
was at a convention in Roanoke, Virginia The 
event had a chapel and she was an enthusiastic 
participant.  That is when we learned about her 
background.  As mentioned in the last issue, 
when we were involved with the founding of the 
organization that runs this publication she was 
more than willing to come aboard. As a member 
of our Advisory Board Grace Lee was ever 
helpful and in fact gave us the name Point 
North.  The following is from her own words in 
past interviews. 

When I graduated from high school and 
took a train to Chicago and started singing and 
modeling for a big agency.  I sang at a club 
called The Preview.  It was Buddy Rich’s band. 
Some of the band players, were among the most 
famous musicians in the whole world.  That was 
when I got my first taste of Heroin.     

 I did do one special film, Some Like it 
Hot.    I was interviewing for one of many TV 
shows I did.  I was too young.  They sent me 
across the street to see Billy Wilder.  He was 
doing a film, Some Like It Hot, with Marilyn 
Monroe, Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon. Wilder 
liked me so much he put me on a bandstand with 
these other girls to try out.  It was a “God Shot” 
and two days later they called and said “one of 
the girls dropped out and you’re in.” That was 
the first major film I did in Hollywood.  That is 
when the trouble started.  Marilyn Monroe was 

on alcohol and we didn’t set a good example for 
each other. 

Most of my work was on television. I 
did 77 Sunset Strip,  Bonanza, Gunsmoke, Death 
Valley Days, Eleventh Hour, Mickey Spillaine, 
Mod Squad, The Real McCoys, Rifleman, 
Bewitched, The Big Valley, Batman; that’s just 
some of them.  It was Police Story that led to 
Star Trek.  Gene Roddenberry was doing two or 
three pilots and one was Police Story in which I 
was opposite DeForest Kelly.    Bob Justman, 
the assistant director for Police Story 
recommended me to Gene to be Yeoman Rand.  

I had a drinking problem until 1980 and 
that is when I got into the “12 Step Program.” 
Sobriety is not for wimps because it takes 
everything you’ve got, to get clean and sober.    

 It was two and a half years after I began 
to become sober and in the “12 Step Program” 
that as a Jew I discovered something amazing. I 
found out in Israel that Christ was a Jew.  That 
was what turned me around.  I accepted the Lord 
in Israel and came back home.  Hal Lindsay 
brought me to the Lord on TV.  I got a Bible 
from TBN and I started listening to Christian 
radio and watching Christian TV.  I listened to 
Christian preachers through the media and got 
absolutely hooked.  I was and remain absolutely 
on fire.  Of course I didn’t do good in 
Hollywood, as there are people in Hollywood 
who don’t like Christians.  It’s tough to be an 
evangelist in Hollywood.  I left and came up 
here (Central California).  My kids are up here 
anyway.  

I’m mostly working in recovery groups, 
and I do a lot of work with the Salvation Army. 
At the end of ten years I was heavily into all of 
the recovery programs plus the church, both of 
them.   That was when I did thirteen television 
shows, Christian shows.  Getting sober and clean 
and loving the Lord, this is what opened up for 
me.  I did a couple of hours on the Kathleen 
Kennedy show on Salvation and Sobriety 
Together.  I love going to conventions as that is 
when I can privately talk to people about the 
Lord.   It has been wonderful.   

Somehow we can see DeForest Kelly 
announcing to a crew of angels, “Prepare to 
receive on deck Yeoman Rand, Grace Lee.” 
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Tony Senzamici: Actor,
Producer, Speaker

When we covered the film Heaven
Bound in our last  regular  issue we were
introduced  to  Tony  Senzamici.  He  was
invited to attend the Western Film Fair &
Nostalgia  Convention  in  July  as  a  guest
star.  Tony made quite an impression and
we learned so much about his background
and  his  future  plans  that  we  knew  we
needed to interview him.

     Tony as Samuel Moore in Dry Creek

Ed.:  While  we  were  with  you  at  the
Western  Film  Fair  &  Nostalgia
Convention  we  attended  your  special
screening of  Dry Creek.  We believe our
readers  would  like  to  know  about  the
series.

Tony:   Dry Creek is a very special project
for  me  and  Les  McDowell  who is  the
creator of Dry Creek.  He wanted to have a
series that would have the quality of Little
House  on  the  Prairie,  The  Waltons and
Doctor Quinn.  A program we could watch

with our families.  When we met we talked
about a show that would be about life and
about family values.  He told me he wanted
me to play this role of Samuel Moore, he
explained to me what the role was about, I
fell in love with Dry Creek and the concept
of  bringing  entertainment  back  to
television.  When people ask me about Dry
Creek and why I am so enthusiastic about
the  show,  I  grew  up  in  the  days  when
Disney  was  on  Sunday  evening.   You
finished your dinner and you settled down
to watch The Wonderful World of Disney. It
wasn't a show about the hustle and bustle
of life with everything moving a hundred
miles an hour.  If there is an opportunity of
something  I  can  do,  to  be  a  part  of
something  when  a  family  can  sit  down
together  and enjoy something wholesome
on television, I want to be a part of it.

Ed.:  What is interesting is that the show
has the flavor of the old wild West, yet it
is set in Florida.  

Tony:   It's  an  Eastern  really.   A lot  of
people do not realize that back in the early
days  of  Florida  it  was  when  cattle  came
into  this  country.    Beef  was  introduced
through the state of Florida.  We still have
some  of  the  largest  cattle  ranches  in  the
United  States.    The  three  largest  are  in
Florida  and  we  have  had  our  share  of
cowboys  and  cowgirls  and  rodeos  and
horse shows.  

Ed.: You did not start your career as an
actor  until  after  you  had  already
established  yourself  in  other  fields.
What drew you to acting?

Tony:   I  did  some  acting  in  college.   I
actually  started  on  a  dare.   I  was  in  a
fraternity  and  I  told  some of  my friends
anybody could act.  I was told if it was so
easy  then  I  needed  to  try  it.   I  was  in
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Arsenic and Old Lace and it was probably
the  best  experience  I  ever  had.   After
college  I  was  in  business,  I  started  a
medical  company.  Selling  medical
supplies.   Then  twenty  years  later  I  still
had  that  desire  to  perform.  I  started
thinking deeply about what I wanted to do
in my later years of life.  I did some church
plays  and  I  had  an  opportunity  to  work
with  some  outstanding  writers  and
composers who were well known.  I started
doing  some  plays  for  theater  companies
and started  taking classes  and workshops
about the acting profession.  I also did a lot
of reading.  I have been very blessed in the
eight years I have been doing this.  

Ed.:   We found it  interesting  that  you
have been cast in real contrasting roles.
In one you are a detective in a recurring
role  in  Magic  City  and in a show titled
Cross  Threads you play  a pastor.   How to
you balance them?

Tony:  Aa an actor that is my job.  In my
role as a detective back in the fifties it was
a great experience.  In Magic City it was an
opportunity  to  play  a  character  in  law
enforcement  as  my  whole  family  is
involved in law enforcement.  Being able
to  play  a  detective  or  police  officer  was
based  upon  my personal  life  experiences
watching my dad and my brother.  On the
other side being a pastor in Cross Threads,
the faith that I have as a believer and being
able  to  draw  on  experiences  in  church  I
was able to use both to play a pastor.  

Ed.:  You are also connected with several
films in post production.  A current one
out,  A Gift Horse, is one we have heard
the most about.  You do have some films
that are in the works.

Tony:   A  Gift  Horse was  an  awesome
project  as  I  got  to  work  alongside  John
Schneider,   a  wonderful  man,   a  true

believer.   A lot  of great  actors are  in the
film and it has had great reviews.  There is
a  film  I  did  recently  called  The  Body
Sculptor, I  play  a  surgeon.   It  was  real
different as far as genre' is concerned.  I am
a junior partner in plastic surgery and my
senior  partner  is  played  by  Terry  Kiser.
Playing  opposite  him was  a  real  treat  to
me.   To  watch  him  and  talk  with  him.
There is a tragic mistake made and this is
about how a successful doctor has to deal
with it.  It is a very twisting film.  I can't
wait to see it come out.  

A darker role for Tony as Jimmy Grant
in The Line

Ed.:  In our supplement that came out in
July  you  gave  us  information  on  The
Line,  which was a pilot.   Do you have
more to tell us about that?  

Tony:  We are really excited about where
The Line  is  going.   This  is  probably my
deepest and darkest roles I have ever had to
play.   My  role  as  Jimmy  Grant  has  me
faced  with  a  number  of  issues  like
migraines  and  trying  to  have  a  perfect
family  life  and  there  is  a  government
conspiracy  thing.   Jimmy  is  trying  to
understand  what  is  going  on.   It  is
wonderful to have Nancy Stafford a part of
the  series  playing  the  role  of  Ambrose.
There is also another pilot  I am shooting
that  I  am  also  very  excited  about,  titled
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Churchwood.  It  is  a  really  intriguing
political drama. It deals with power, greed
and envy and will draw you in.  The world
of  high  finance  and  political  drama  is
revealed.  

Ed.:  You have touched on this and we
know  you  are  a  man  of  faith.   Our
readers would like to know more about
that and how it relates to your work.

Tony:  My faith is something that I rely on
every day.   Every day I  ask God for the
Holy Spirit to guide me as I have to walk
out there and deal with life situations.   It is
a big part of my work and my personal life.
As an actor it plays a big part as I really
feel as when I look at opportunities there
are  certain  things  I  will  do  and  certain
things I will not do.  When people ask me I
let them know that Jesus Christ is the most
important part of my life.  I like having the
opportunity to share that with people.  

Ed.:  In  your  case  you  started  in  the
business  as  a  mature  adult.  We  have
readers who are different ages wanting
to make a difference as Christians either
in  film  and  television  or  on  the  stage.
What advice would you give them?

Tony:  For  people  starting  out
understanding yourself as a person is really
an important step in the process.   I think
once you understand and look at yourself
as a human being, an instrument of what
you  want  to  do  you  have  begun.   Many
start  by  focusing  how they want  to  play
that  instrument  better  and  better.   Being
able to get in some very good solid acting
programs is extremely beneficial.   I refer
to  good,  safe,  acting  programs  and
workshops, ones where you can go in and
have  an  understanding  of  who  you  are.
Not just as a person, but as an actor trying
different  things  and  different  characters.

This  doesn't  come  over  night.   It  comes
with  experimentation.   It  comes  with
testing  and  trial  and  error.   To  be  in  a
program  where  you  can  try  to  do  those
things and to be applauded for your efforts
in trying.  There are so many opportunities
out there where you can go and get a good
foundation.   There  are  many  different
processes  out  there.  Understanding  who
you are gives you confidence.    This is a
business, it is show business.

Tony meeting many new fans at an
autograph show.

Tony and his wife Judy operate
a  charity  called  Amici  Charity
Foundation.  You  can  find  out
more  about  Tony  and  the
charity at the links below. 

http://www.tonysenzamici.com
http://www.amicicharity.us
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Lisa Bennett: An interview requested by
many because of the growing popularity

of Victory Television and Radio

Nancy Stafford interviewing Lana Wood for
Victory Television 

Ed.: How would you describe what you are
doing  with  Victory  Television  and  Victory
Radio?
Lisa:  Victory Television Network on the Roku
streaming media device is digital television for
all ages. Roku is a wonderful tool that can be
used  to  spread  the  gospel  and  family
entertainment  and  it  makes  our  content
available on a national level.  It's important to
be  accepting  of  new  delivery  methods  but
without  sacrificing  family  values.  Victory
Television Network is a department of the non-
profit  Tabernacle of Praise,  Inc.  (T.O.P).  The
division of T.O.P. is managed by my mom Dr.
Nancy  Bennett,  Phd.  She  and  my  dad,  Dan
Bennett, work in missions. The current project
God has them working on is  located in War,
West Virginia.   For those that are not familiar
with  Roku,  there  have  been  over  11  million
devices  sold  in  the  United  States  providing
over  2,000  channels  by  connecting  it  to  the
television  and  internet.  There  are  different
options such as a little box about the size of a
hockey  puck,  and  the  Roku  stick  which
connects into the HDMI port  of  a television.
And, just within the last year the Roku smart
TV's  came  on  the  market.  Presently,  VTN
broadcasts ministry programs for example Kay
Arthur's  Precepts  for  Life,  Continuum TV's
mission  program taped  in  Asia,  and  Dudley
Smith Ministries from North Carolina as  on-
demand  content.  We  make  available  classic

television and films. We have wonderful Bible
based  programs  for  children  through  our
association  with  Big  Heater  Media,  the
producers  of  Heath  and  the  Checker  Shoe
Band. There is also a category for independent
filmmakers. Programming is previewed before
it  is  added because we want  to  maintain the
integrity of the channel by only broadcasting
family  entertainment.   Presently,  we  have  9
channels  which  are  Victory  Television
Network, Victory Radio, Victory Westerns 24/7
LIVE, Victory Westerns On-Demand, Victory
Classic  Cinema,  Victory  Toons  Network24/7
LIVE,  Victory  Toons  Network  On-Demand,
Victory Classic  Radio and Cat  Box TV.  Yes,
we really do have a channel for cats! 

Ed.:  Tell us something about Victory Radio.
Lisa:  Victory Radio is just now one year old.
Thanks  to  Point  North  Outreach I  met  radio
producer John Baldwin in 2014 at the Western
Film Fair. The radio was a part of the plan but
became  operational  about  2  weeks  after  the
2014 event.  John  produces  The  Front  Porch
Gospel Music Show which airs Saturday nights
at  8  PM  ET  and  Victory  Talk  Radio on
Thursday nights at 9 PM ET. Sunday's at 9 and
11  AM  ET  is  Reasoning  Power  with  Dr.
Bennett.  Victory  Radio  is  available  on  the
Roku,  on  the  VTN  website  at
www.victorytelevisionnetwork.com and  via
mobile devices on the free TuneIn app. We also
added  the  services  of  a  veteran  radio  hand,
Dottie Coffman. Her first interviews began this
month.   We are  currently in  talks  with other
radio  producers  about  adding  their
programming.  Victory  Radio  and  Victory
Television  Network  is  interested  in  hearing
from  others  that  have  programming.  At  the
present  time,  we  are  not  licensing
programming  but  have  advertising  space
available as pre-roll adds and banner ads on the
TV side and ad space on the radio programs. In
lieu of charging a flat rate, we are willing to
work  with  content  producers  in  revenue
sharing  for  those  that  bring  content  and
together we locate sponsors in order to make
their  content available on a nationwide level.
And, being an approved Roku developer,  we
can develop channels for others, also.
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Ed.:  And Victory Television?
Lisa:  The  most  recent  project  we  did  was
shooting interviews at the Western Film Fair &
Nostalgia Convention in Winston-Salem, NC. I
had  the  honor  of  working  with  the  most
talented Nancy Stafford as she conducted the
interviews  with  Kathy  Garver,  Lana  Wood,
Tony Senzamicci, Chief Steve Silverheels, son
of Tonto from The Lone Ranger and Wrangler
Fred..  The  folks  who  ran  that  event  are  so
excited  they want  to  make  it  a  part  of  their
programming  next  year.  A  two  hour,  four
interview, show with attendees serving as the
studio audience. Nancy has already agreed to
return and Point North Outreach will assist. It
was  due  to  Nancy's  expertise  that  she
discovered the connection both Lana Wood and
Kathy Garver have with pets and on the spot
created additional interviews on the topic to be
used as content for our new channel Celebrity
Pets coming soon to Roku. 

Ed.:  What  is  your  long  term  mission  or
goal?
Lisa:  One  of  our  short  term  goals  is  to
complete the build of our live 24/7 channel on
Roku.  We  will  of  course  need  lots  of  faith-
based and family friendly content for this. In
addition, we will be looking for someone in ad
sales to assist with the sales of the commercial
ad  space.  One  of  the  long  term  goals  for
Victory Television Network is to have Victory
Studios.  A  full  fledged  production  studio
complete  with  a  back-lot  for  faith-based
filming  for  television  and  theatrical  release.
This  is  certainly  a  long  term  goal  but  not
impossible if God decides He wants to make it
happen. Presently, we are finally moving into
the phase of film production. It has been a long
wait. From the time I was about 6 years old, I
knew I wanted to work in television in some
capacity.  I  knew  Aaron  Spelling  was  a
producer  and watched many of his  programs
growing  up.  I  decided  I  wanted  to  be  a
producer before I even knew what a producer
was. I had no idea but I knew that was what I
wanted to  become.  Ideas  would  come  to  me
later  for television programs and films that  I
wanted  to  make.  I  wrote  the  names  of  the
projects on one of those white boards that is

erasable. For a number of years I worked with
my  mom  in  a  medical  business.  When  we
would move as the business grew to new office
locations,  I  would  take  that  whiteboard  with
me. I still have that board although some of the
writing is a little smudged.

Ed.:  Then you have future plans for films?
Lisa:  VTN  is  in  pre-production  on  it's  first
faith-based  film titled  Due  Process  With  the
Good  Ole  Boys based  on  a  true  story.  It's
basically a story that  tells  what  a family did
when they were faced with evil head on. They
had two choices which were to turn away from
God  or  to  run  to  God.  The  story  comes
complete with corruption, and political intrigue
I  can't  provide  further  details  at  this  present
time but we are in talks for the leading role and
the  director.  We  can  use  the  help  of  the
community  to  pray  for  the  funding
connections.  I  realize,  like  other  filmmakers,
we are all seeking funding. I have done crowd
funding on an animation project for a client. It
happened to work for us on that project but I
do not enjoy crowd funding. I am looking for
other avenues and believing for God to open
more doors for us to walk through to get the
funding we need for this film and for two other
films which are western themed.

Ed.:  Can you provide us with some links for
further  information  so  that  we  may  stay
tuned in to what you are doing?
Lisa:   I  would  be  glad  to  as  we  are  always
wanting  to  add to  our  viewers  and listeners.
And  at  the  present  time  we  are  looking  for
sponsors.

http://www.victorytelevisionnetwork.com
https://twitter.com/vtnstudios
https://twitter.com/victory_radio
https://twitter.com/victorywesterns
http://www.twitter.com/celebritypets 
http://www.twitter.com/studiocpictures 
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 A FIRST FOR THE WESTERN FILM
FAIR & NOSTALGIA CONVENTION

The Western Film Fair & Nostalgia
convention sponsored  for  the first  time a
short  film  contest  which  began  last  Fall
and  ended  in  May.   The  finalists  were
screened during their event this past July.

To  get  this  far  films  had  to  go
through two preliminary judging sessions
and this was not an easy task as there were
many excellent films.

Coming in second was a production
from Darla Rae.  Broken Ties had a very
Western  flavor  and  a  story  about  the
bringing  together  of  a  daughter  and  her
father  who  abandoned  his  family  years
before.  There was a definite feeling that
this would be an excellent feature or series
if expanded.  Nancy Stafford presented the
award  of  $500.00  to  Carol  Webster  who
stood in for Darla Rae.

The  first  place  winner  was  The
Players, a  film that  played tribute  to  the

great black and white classics that starred
Buster  Keaton  and  Charlie  Chaplain.
Many in the audience felt it superior to the
originals and the ending had the audience
gasping  and  laughing  out  loud.   Nancy
Stafford  announced  the  winner  and  the
award  of  $1,000.00  was  taken  by  Lisa
Bennett, standing in for Slade Curtis.

We believe these outstanding films 
deserve  to  be  featured  in  other  film
festivals  and  contests  as  we  believe  that
they have a real future.  We also appreciate
the  fact  that  the  sponsoring  organization
for this contest was motivated by the desire
to support new film makers and the making
of family films.

The Western Film Fair & Nostalgia
Convention is already planning to continue
this new contest program and we will keep
you informed.

We  do  know  there  are  other  film
making contests out there and would love
to  cover  those  that  are  faith  based  and
family friendly.   It is impossible for us to
to  track  them  all  and  we  request  our
readers to help keep us informed.
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Book Reviews

Surviving Cissy: My Family
Affair of Life in Hollywood

By Kathy Garver

Kathy Garver talking about her books with Host
Nancy Stafford for Victory Television.

There  have  been  countless
autobiographies by stars about  their  film and
television careers and this particular  one is  a
real treat to read, clearly one of the best.  That
sounds like a broad statement, however Kathy
Garver is not writing this as a puff piece as too
many do.  She has a purpose beyond self and
this is really a tribute to the best of the best in
the entertainment industry.  It is also a thank
you to all those people she has worked with,
especially her fans.

Kathy  uses  an  approach  that  is  new
and interesting as it draws the reader into not
just  her  life,  but  the  lives  of  others  as  well.
Her theme is a very Christian one, the threads
that make up the garment of life for which she
gives God full credit.

Do not let the title fool you, this is not
strictly a book about the popular hit TV show
Family  Affair.  There  is  a  lot  of  good
information about the show and all the people
involved.   Nor is this a criticism about being
identified with her character, instead she uses
that to explain how there were threads leading
to that  show and then going beyond.   Kathy
has  had  an  outstanding  career  appearing  in
hundreds  of  TV  shows  and  top  films.   In
addition she has  made a  name for  herself  in
doing voice overs, audio books and performing
on stage.

Kathy covers a number of great shows

and films that have thrilled audiences over the
years and what is especially appealing are the
miniature bios on so many people.   The author
does  not  just  describe  a  particular  series  or
film, she provides background information on
people we have followed on TV and in film for
years.  Some we have not heard about in a long
time  and  wondered  about  their  backgrounds
and things they have done in  recently.   That
part is a nostalgia lovers dream.

Again,  do  not  assume  this  is  a  book
strictly about the entertainment world.  Insight
is given into her family life as she grew up and
the things responsible for her not becoming a
child star who sadly has had an unhappy life of
drugs, sex and alcohol.  Family and church are
very  important  here  and  we  enjoy  reading
about her parents, her siblings and the loves of
her life,  her husband and son.  Nor does she
only  write  about  show  business  connected
folks as she shares information on people she
has  encountered  in  her  life  who  have  meant
something  to  her.  It  is  truly a  thank  you  to
everyone  who  has  been  connected  with  a
thread in her life and readers will  feel  richer
for it having been shared with them.

This book became available September
1  and  may  be  purchased  from  Kathy's  web
page or any book seller.
http://www.kathygarver.com/
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The Fire, The Revelation &
The Fall

by Jenny L. Cote
Book Six of the Epic Order of the Seven

Jenny Cote, an author willing to travel the world
to research this favorite series.

The Fire, the Revelation and the Fall is
the sixth book in this series by Jenny L. Cote
that  we  have  reviewed  and  each  book  gets
better. To say that Jenny is a researcher is an
understatement  as  when  covering  Biblical
history whether in the Middle East or Europe
she makes it a point to go there to absorb the
rich energies of the past. 

Through the eyes of seven remarkable
animals, (two dogs, two cats, a mountain goat,
a  lamb  and  a  mouse)  who  are  immortal  we
have seen the story of mankind from Genesis
to now in this novel, the New Testament. These
are books for all ages and give a human insight
to  historical  characters  we  have  only  read
about in the Bible and History books. 

This book is actually the second half of
a  two  parter  as  the  story  of  the  spread  of
Christianity is too daunting for any author to
cover in one book. We have read many books,
fact  and  fiction,  covering  the  Acts  of  the
Apostles and the Life of Paul and this is one of
the very best. While this book can stand on its
own, we recommend the reading of The Wind,
the Road & the Way to get a full picture of the
time  period.  From the  last  days  of  Jesus  on
Earth, the reader is taken through the stories of
individual apostles going up through the book
of Revelation.

Particularly  good  is  the  handling  of
Paul and his conversion from a persecutor of

Christians  to  “God's  Warrior”  as  one  author,
Frank Slaughter called him. Jenny does what
so many have wanted to see done in her telling
about  Paul.  We  have  often  sat  in  church
hearing about a particular letter of Paul with no
explanation of where Paul was at the time he
wrote it  and what was going on.  This author
tells Paul's story and describes what motivated
the  writing  of  each  letter  during  a  certain
period of  his  life.  Of  course  the  lovable  and
intelligent  time  traveling  seven  animals  help
Paul  and  the  other  apostles  in  time  of  need.
They  were  heavenly  appointed  to  do  so  by
Jesus Himself. 

Jenny L. Cote also weaves a story line
that  is  especially  fetching  to  us:  four
generations  of  a  Roman  family  that  she
connects  with  the  life  of  Jesus  and  carries
through to the persecutions and finally the fall
of Rome. The reader will get very emotionally
attached to  this family and there  is  a feeling
that their descendants will have a role in future
books.  Jenny is  already researching  the  next
two,  however  we  will  not  be  spoilers  as  to
where  our  time  traveling  Epic  Order  of  the
Seven will be appearing to take part in history. 

There is high drama, adventure, humor
and  time  for  tears  in  these  stories  and  the
author has visited many schools where they are
being used.  Again,  do know they are written
for all ages. To learn more about Jenny and her
books, please visit
www.epicorderoftheseven.com. 

Stay tuned as we cover Jenny's venture
into  film  in  our  People,  Places  and  Films
section.

The Flood
A Novel by M. A. Nelson

Imagine if you will our world as it is
now with one historical exception,  The flood
has not happened.  However,  the wickedness
in the world mirrors much that we have going
on today. God approaches a new Noah, Noah
Arcman who is a scientist as his his wife, three
sons and three daughter in laws.  Their mission
is to build an ark as the world is about to be
flooded away plus every living thing.

It  took some doing  for  the  author  to
make  this  story  plausible  and  she  does.
Certainly it is set for sequels and possibly film.
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People, Places
& Films

I'm Not Ashamed: A true story
missed by many in regard to

Columbine

   Would  you  be  willing  to  sacrifice
everything for what  you believe? Rachel  Joy
Scott  was,  even  when  she  faced  death  at
Columbine  High  School  on  April  20,  1999.
This film, I'm Not Ashamed, described by one
of  the  actors,  Nancy  Stafford, as  very
important  tells  the  Columbine  story  from  a
Christian perspective and not exploitive as has
been done in the past. 

The  film  was  shot  in  Nashville  this
past July and August and gave an opportunity
for a number of young people to be involved as
actors  and  extras.    Masey  McLain has  the
lead as Rachel Joy Scott who was the first to
lose her life in this tragedy while still showing
her love for Jesus and others.

Birthday Surprise: A new short
film with a message
One  of  our  favorite  short  film

makers has finished what we believe will
be a hit.

Michael Gier's Silver Dove Films has
come  up  with  a  new  short  film,  Birthday
Surprise, about  not  making  judgments  of
people by how they look. His very successful
films  Foreclosed and  And  Now  I  See have
been  award  winners  and  very  popular  in
churches and Bible Study groups. 

Michael  reports  “We  shot  our  short
film Birthday Surprise in Pasadena.  It was a
long  hard  day  but  we  got  it  done  and  the
footage  looks  fabulous.  This  was  only made
because  of  others  donating  their  time,
equipment, and money. All of my extras were
either  friends  or  people  from  Facebook  I've
been connected to but didn't really know; now
they're wonderful friends. Then I had a crew
that  worked  very  hard.  There  were  crew
members and extras that came in as far away
as Vegas to help out; again with no pay. Duane
Kellogg Jr. who wrote the film, came with his
wife from Connecticut to be on set. Then there
was my fabulous cast.  They did a great  job.
And  Terri  Wohl-Gier was  also  once  again
fabulous  as  my  producer.  Although  it  was  a
long tough day,  it  was  a  great  day and I  so
appreciate everyone who made it possible. 
There have been a number of people that have
donated  to  cover  expenses  of  things  that
couldn't be avoided, like food, wardrobe, post
production,  etc.  We're  still  raising  money  to
help reimburse our production costs and also
pay  for  post-production.  To  help  go  to
http://gofundme.com/zuz45w8.”

As  a  special  treat  to  our  readers
Michael Gier has arranged that you may see
the short film Foreclosed by going to this link,
at  ForeclosedMovie.com    The DVD may
also be purchased and the film is one that very
much reflects our economic tines.  It is not just
a  good film for  Churches  and Bible  Studies,
we  can  also  recommend  it  for  classrooms
whether public or private.  
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Princess  Cut:  a  perfect
example  of  why  we
believe in networking.

We are thankful for net working as
thanks  to  one  of  our  Advisory  Board
Members  and a friend from social  media
we were given the opportunity to see this
beautiful  love  story,  Princess  Cut.
Produced  and  directed  by  Paul  Munger
and  co-written  by  him  with  his  wife
Sheliah.  This is Paul's feature film debut
and  a  great  way  beginning.   Filmed  in
North  Carolina  it  is  out  by  Watchman
Pictures,  which  is  an  award  winning
independent  Christian  film  making
company and premiered this past month.

Beginning  with  a  diamond
engagement  ring  we were  reminded  of  a

classic  expression,  “a  diamond  as  big  as
the Ritz.”  Though not that large it has Ritz
like  proportions  in  meaning.    The  title
Princess Cut  relates to a couple concepts.
The  “Princess  Cut”  is  the  second  most
popular  diamond  cut  shape  in  the  world
and  many  fathers  affectionately  refer  to
their daughters as princesses.   The theme
is “True Love is worth the wait.”

The film has a  prize winning cast
including  Ashley  Bratcher  as  Grace
Anderson Joseph Gray as Clint Masters Jenn
Gotzon as Brooke McClaren  Cory Assink  as
Jared Cunningham Rusty Martin, Sr. as Jim
Anderson  Mimi  Sagadin as  Katherine
Anderson Rusty  Martin,  Jr. as  Robert
Anderson Evan Brinkman as Drew Anderson
and Kate MacCallum as Tessa Rigby

Paul reports that the cast is well known
for faith based films and there was a great deal
of faith and prayer involved in putting this film
together.  It is clearly evident from the opening
to the final closing credits.  Paul further reports
that  the  film was  created  by a  collection  of
talented  independent  Christian  film
professionals  (many  of  whom  are  home-
schoolers) who came together under the banner
of Watchman Pictures to bring the original love
story to life.

The  film  is  scheduled  for  theaters
however,  it  is  one  that  church  groups  are
invited to get behind.  The word going out is
that Princess Cut can be brought to your town
by going on the net to:

https://www.tugg.com/titles/princess-cut

To see the trailer for this film go to:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JCinYfZKnmI

We  do  encourage  our  readers  to
contact us when there are films or TV shows
they believe we should be covering.  
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The Epic Order
of The Seven

Destined for film

Jenny L. Cote recently partnered with
Don Culwell at Magnetic Dreams in Nashville
to produce the first 3D animation of her main
characters,  Max  and  Liz,  as  part  of  a  new
Vacation  Bible  School  package based on  her
books:  Heroes  of  HIStory  -  My  Part  in
HIStory. This exciting VBS was beta-tested at
Dunwoody Baptist  Church in Atlanta in June
2015  with  almost  600  children,  and  will  be
available for churches in 2016 for use in VBS,
Sunday morning or Wednesday night multi-use
platforms. (For more information, please visit:
http://www.epicorderoftheseven.net/#!
curriculum/c1tqj and check out Jenny's latest
in  the  book  review  section  if  you  haven't
already.)

It was nothing short of magical to see
Max and Liz  come to  life  on the  screens  to
greet the children each morning. Once funding
is secured, the plan is to expand animation to
include  Epic  Webisodes,  an  animated  series
and feature films as well as video games based
on  the  books.   Magnetic  Dreams  has  been
creating  Emmy-winning  digital  content  and
animations  for  nearly  20  years,  combining
skills from various fields to help clients bring
their  visions  to  life.  Their  clients  include
Sesame  Street,  Nickelodeon,  DreamWorks,

Marvel  Entertainment,  Microsoft,  Coca-Cola,
Dell,  Chick-Fil-A,  Phil  Vischer,  and  artists
Taylor  Swift  and Five for Fighting.  (For  full
information  about  Magnetic  Dreams and this
animation  venture,  please  visit:
http://www.epicorderoftheseven.net/#!
animation/c20vy)

New Cast Members for 
Heaven With A Gun

In our July Supplement we covered a
film that we knew faith film and Western fans
would love.  It was an advisory board member
who tipped us about Heaven With A Gun.  We
listed  an  outstanding  cast  including  Paul  Le
Mat and Jenn Gotzon and since then they have
added two more top stars we need to announce.
Both  Kathy Garver and  Allison Balson have
been signed.

  We will  be  taken back to  those
great Westerns of yesteryear in a film with
family values like the ones we loved.

Heaven with a Gun star Jenn Gotzon
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